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ABSTRACT: Combustion power plants currently face major
performance challenges, which require robust control design
methods. Extensive relative gain analysis was conducted in this
paper to generate plantwide control structures for a full-scale
once-through circulating fluidized bed boiler. No such study
has been reported before for steam boilers. The partial relative
gain was employed to generate decentralized control structures
based on integral controllability with integrity. The approach
provided feasible control structures and verified that basic turbine-
following boiler control is preferable in terms of controllability.
The steady-state results were extended with the dynamic
relative gain array for higher frequencies, which revealed that
boiler-following control becomes feasible for faster disturban-
ces. The results highlight the complex interactions between steam pressure and output electrical power control, as well as the
loop interactions caused by the feedwater flow in the once-through steam path.

1. INTRODUCTION

This work applies relative gain analysis to once-through
circulating fluidized bed (OTU-CFB) boiler plantwide control
design. The steam power plant is a complex process with inter-
acting control tasks.1−3 The steam and combustion sides have
different time constant magnitudes, and heat exchangers are
located at different positions in the boiler. Dynamics and control
are important because of increasing demands for operational
flexibility and efficiency. Large boilers are increasingly used for
variable loads and fast load transitions with accurate set point
tracking demands instead of base load operation. Flowsheets
are heavily interconnected, and plants are run close to their
operational boundaries. Increased boiler sizes and technologies
such as carbon capture and storage (CCS) have also introduced
new design requirements for fluidized beds.4−6

The new requirements call for advanced design approaches
to obtain improved output power responses (Figure 1). First,
a deeper interaction between process and control design is
needed. In integrated control and process design (ICPD),
the two design stages take place simultaneously so that their
specific requirements can influence each other.7 Second, con-
trol design should be conducted on a plantwide scale to ensure
an effective operation of the whole process.8 While multi-
variable dynamic (model predictive) control is rarely feasible on
a plantwide level, a more practiced approach is the pairing/
decoupling of inputs and outputs into control loops using dedi-
cated selection procedures. Moreover, methods for analyzing
system behavior are needed in both plantwide control and
ICPD. Relative gain analysis is used in this paper for these
purposes.

Relative gain based design is well suited for evaluating control-
lability and interactions for processes with multiple inputs and
outputs,9,10 such as the OTU-CFB. Another advantage is that
closed-loop properties can be determined on the basis of open-
loop data, which is useful especially in ICPD.11 Relative gain
analysis is based on the relative gain array, RGA.12 Modifications
of the RGA include the dynamic RGA (DRGA) and the partial
relative gain (PRG). The DRGA investigates interactions at higher
frequencies,10,13 while the PRG considers partially controlled sys-
tems14 and can be used as a condition for integral controllability
with integrity (ICI).15,16 While the RGA and the DRGA are
established methods, the PRG is featured in few publications.
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Figure 1. Process and control design directions that aim at improved
overall performance of large process systems: plantwide control and
integrated control and process design (ICPD).
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The purpose of this work is to study the PRG and DRGA as
tools for controllability analysis and plantwide control design in
the OTU-CFB, with potential application to ICPD at a later
stage. By evaluating interactions related to specific control
connections, this approach can lead to improved electrical
power (MWe) responses. The contribution of this paper is
2-fold. First, systematic plantwide control structure selection is
performed for a full industrial OTU-CFB boiler. Only a few
studies on plantwide power plant control have been reported in
the literature. Niva et al.17 applied the self-optimizing approach
of Skogestad18 to an oxy-fired CFB pilot. Prasad et al.19

used centralized model predictive control for a drum boiler,
while Garduno-Ramirez and Lee20 combined loop decoupling
methods in drum boiler plantwide operation. Notably, existing
studies focus on drum boilers, which have a different control
setup compared to the OTU.
The second contribution is that extensive controllability and

interaction analysis is performed for the entire CFB boiler using
the DRGA and the PRG, which has not been done before.
The steady-state RGA has been used to some extent,21−23

commonly for the 3 × 3 input−output Åström-Bell drum boiler
model.20,24 For example, the block relative gain was also
used for a 4 × 4 furnace temperature control problem by
Manousiouthakis et al.25 Unlike the existing papers, the present
work not only addresses the control structure selection in a
large 8 × 8 system, but also aims at analyzing the OTU-CFB to
provide reasons for reduced controllability. The focus is on
current OTU-CFB layouts, but the paper also serves as an
evaluation of the chosen methods for future flowsheets, which
may differ from current designs (e.g., combined heat and solar
power). Similarly, relative gain analysis can also be used to
uncover unconventional control connections.
The paper is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces

the OTU-CFB and its main control tasks. Chapter 3 discusses
plantwide control design and controllability analysis with the
DRGA and PRG methods. Chapter 4 presents the industrial
OTU-CFB design case. Chapter 5 shows the results of the
PRG and DRGA analysis, and chapter 6 gives the conclusions
of the work.

2. THE OTU-CFB PROCESS AND CONTROL
The circulating fluidized bed (CFB) combustion technol-
ogy3,26,27 and the once-through (OTU) steam cycle1,2 are well-
known on their own, but the first industrial scale supercritical
OTU-CFB was only constructed in 2009.28,29 CFB boilers
enable flexible cocombustion of different fuels and reduced
solid fuel emissions. The OTU water-steam setup is the most
viable steam cycle for constructing large boilers with fast output
power responses, but it is also challenging to control.
2.1. OTU-CFB Process. In a fluidized bed boiler, fuel

particles are combusted in a bed of incombustible material.
The bed is fluidized by the input oxidant gas flows (primary and
secondary). In the CFB setup (Figure 2), particles are entrained
with the gas and leave the furnace from the top. Solids are
separated from the flue gas in a cyclone and circulated back to
the furnace, while the flue gas goes to the backpass duct.
Heat exchangers are located in the CFB hotloop and the
backpass. The oxidant gas is typically air, but can also be
formed in other ways (e.g., oxy combustion).4−6,30−33

The steam cycle consists of preheating, evaporation, super-
heating, expansion, and condensing stages. Feedwater is
evaporated in the furnace evaporator and the steam temper-
ature is elevated in the superheating section. This “main steam”

expands in the turbine, often in several stages with reheating
between them. Boilers are classified into drum and once-through
units. In drum boilers, water is separated from steam after the
evaporator in a drum and circulated back to the evaporator.
In OTU boilers, water transforms directly into main steam in a
“once-through” pass, and as there is no steam separation stage,
the boundaries between preheating, evaporation, and super-
heating may shift. This setup enables the use of supercritical and
sliding-pressure operation, which facilitates the construction of
large and efficient boilers with short startup times.

2.2. Main Control Tasks. The control objectives of a
power plant can be divided into those related to the steam
at the turbine, and those related to efficiency and safety
state variables.1,2,4 The main objectives are to maximize boiler
efficiency and to maintain the generated power at its set point,
that is, electrical megawatts (MWe) for condensing plants and
heat/electrical power for cogeneration plants. Set point tracking
is emphasized in order to follow load demand changes accu-
rately, but disturbance rejection becomes more important for
boilers that are primarily run on base load.

2.2.1. Unit Master Control. Unit master control is an upper-
level strategy for coordinating steam pressure and output MWe
control. The main setups are boiler-following and turbine-
following control (Figure 3).

In boiler-following control, the MWe is controlled with the
turbine throttle valve and the pressure with the combustion
power (fuel and oxidant). A change in the load demand alters

Figure 2. Operational schematic figure of an OTU-CFB, modified
from Sumitomo SHI FW.

Figure 3. Unit master concepts: turbine-following (red) and boiler-
following (blue) control.
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the valve position, and the resulting pressure disturbance is
compensated with the combustion power. In turbine-following
control, the pressure is controlled with the turbine valve and
the MWe with the combustion power. The heat generation
changes according to the load demand and the steam flow is
altered to adjust the pressure, which results in an output MWe
change.
2.2.2. Feedwater Control. Feedwater flow rate control is

required in order to make up for formed steam. In drum
boilers, this largely translates into drum water level control.
In OTU boilers, feedwater affects the steam generation directly,
which is why mildly superheated steam properties are usually
controlled.
2.2.3. Steam Temperature Control. Superheating takes

place in a block of superheater (SH) heat exchangers. The main
steam (live steam) temperature is regulated between these
stages with water sprays from the feedwater line (desuperheat-
ers, DSH), usually with cascade control structures (temperature
before and after the spray). The spray water also appears as a
steam flow disturbance.
2.2.4. Main Steam Pressure Control. The main steam

pressure before the turbine valve is regulated. The pressure
can be modified either by changing the turbine valve position
or by increasing the steam generation (heat and feedwater).
One design factor is whether the pressure is controlled to be
constant (constant pressure mode) or whether it is allowed to
change with the load level (sliding-pressure mode).
2.2.5. Combustion Control. Combustion control concerns

the regulation of the fuel and the oxidant gas, with set points
coming from the unit master control. Flue gas O2 control is
included to ensure a sufficient O2 supply. In CFB boilers, a
major requirement is also to maintain the fluidization of the
solids. The combustion presents many sources for disturbances,
which may require state estimation.34

2.2.6. Turbine-Generator Unit Control. Turbogenerator
control consists of power, voltage, and frequency control.
The generated MWe depends on the combustion heat and the
feedwater, but momentary changes can be made with the
turbine valve. Frequency control can be achieved as a cascade
structure with the MWe control.
The OTU boiler is challenging to control. Flow conditions

are complex, as water and steam are not separated at a fixed
boundary. Thus, there is a direct connection between the
evaporation and superheating stages, which leads to strong
interactions between steam pressure, steam temperature, and
feedwater control. The small OTU storage capacity reduces the
possibilities for load disturbance rejection, and combustion
disturbances are easily carried over to the steam properties.
The high pressures and temperatures in supercritical boilers
also lead to small control tolerance limits. All of these factors
call for tight control and improved feedforward action.

3. PLANTWIDE CONTROL AND CONTROL
PERFORMANCE

Plantwide control provides a control solution for the entire
process with good performance and stability, when considering
plant dynamics, constraints, disturbances, and control law.8,18,35

Plantwide design typically employs decentralized control with
conventional controllers, such as PID or low-dimensional MIMO
(multiple input−multiple output) controllers. Plantwide meth-
ods provide the manipulated (MV) and controlled variables
(CV) and their pairing into control loops.

3.1. Variable Selections and Performance Evaluation.
Process degrees of freedom (DOF) analysis is conducted to
determine the amount of MVs for managing CVs. The control
degrees of freedom (CDOF)7,36 should especially be con-
sidered, for example, by analyzing the flowsheet one process
unit at a time and comparing the total amount of streams
(material and energy) to the number of streams that are
restrained (e.g., one stream in a mixer) or redundant from being
manipulated (e.g., pressures of process units in series), eq 1.37

∑= − +N N NCDOF ( )total
units

restrained redundant
(1)

where Ntotal, Nrestrained, and Nredundant are the amounts of total,
restrained, and redundant streams.
MVs, CVs, and measurements are selected systematically

based on the DOF, constraints, and steady-state economic
optimization.18 Active constraints and process stabilization
should be considered when selecting CVs, and MVs should
have favorable static and dynamic qualities. One MV can be
designated as the throughput manipulator (TPM), that is, the
DOF used to regulate the throughput in the primary process
path, from the feed streams to the products.38,39 The TPM sets
the overall production rate, and inventory control should
radiate outward from the TPM.
A central question of plantwide control and ICPD is the

selection of criteria for describing desirable system behavior.7

One such criterion is controllability, that is, the ability of
the process to achieve and maintain a desired equilibrium.
Controllability can be defined in various ways,10,40,41 such as
integral controllability with integrity (ICI).15,16 A system is
ICI controllable if it remains stable, when control loops with
integral action are arbitrarily opened and closed or when all
loop gains are detuned by the same factor (0−1). Decentralized
integral controllability (DIC) is similar to the ICI, but it
also demands that the loop gains can be detuned by individual
factors.

3.2. Relative Gain Analysis. Relative gain analysis can be
used for examining loop interactions, controllability, robust-
ness, and open-loop stability10 in the OTU-CFB flowsheet.
All relative gain methods are variations of the basic relative gain
array (RGA).12 RGA modifications include the performance-
RGA (control performance and one-way coupling),10 the
block relative gain (connections between blocks of MVs
and CVs),16,25 the effective RGA (combines RGA with band-
width or crossover frequencies),42 and the partial relative gain
(PRG),14 which is discussed in section 3.2.2.

3.2.1. RGA and DRGA. The RGA is calculated with eq 2
from the open-loop steady-state process gain matrix G.

λ λ

λ λ
= × =

⋯
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

⋯

−

⎡

⎣

⎢⎢⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥⎥⎥
G G GRGA( ) ( )

n

m mn

1 T
11 1

1 (2)

where G is the gain matrix, λmn are relative gains, and “×” is
element-by-element multiplication.
Equation 2 applies to square matrices with an equal amount

of MVs and CVs, but it has also been modified for nonsquare
ones.43 The RGA contains interaction terms for all single
input−single output (SISO) pairings in the system, it is
scaling invariant and forms row/column sums of ones. An RGA
element signifies the ratio of the open-loop gain for a variable
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pairing when all other control loops are open (gOL,OL) to the
gain when the other loops are closed (gOL,CL), eq 3.

λ = =
∂ ∂
∂ ∂

g

g

y u

y u

( / )

( / )mn
m n

m n

OL,OL

OL,CL

OL,OL

OL,CL (3)

where g is a gain, y is an output, u is an input, n are input
indices, and m are output indices.
The RGA can be used for selecting control MV−CV pairings

so that interacting effects from other loops on gOL,OL are small.
Thus, pairings with λmn close to 1 are good, and negative λmn are
to be avoided due to instability caused by gain sign change.
However, λmn = 0 is not conclusive in itself.14 Small positive λmn
values, usually below 0.5 or even 0.67, are poor (gain increase
when closing loops).9,44 For λmn larger than 1, interactions
dampen the open-loop gain, which requires attention during
control (gain increase when opening loops). Very large λmn
values, commonly above 10, require large controller gains and
may signify an ill-conditioned system.44−46

The dynamic RGA (DRGA), eq 4, extends the (zero fre-
quency) RGA by applying eq 2 to the MV−CV frequency
response matrix,10,11,13 for example, eq 5.47 The complex DRGA
elements are commonly presented as absolute values. Frequency
domain investigations are important, as different frequencies
might result in different preferred control variable pairings.42,48

ω ω ω= ×

=
+ ⋯ +
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
+ ⋯ +

λ λ λ λ

λ λ λ λ

−

⎡

⎣

⎢⎢⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥⎥⎥

j j j

a b j a b j

a b j b b j

H H HDRGA( ( )) ( ) ( ( ) )

n n

m m mn mn

1 T

11 11 1 1

1 1 (4)

ω ω= + − −j jH D C I A B( ) ( ) 1
(5)

where H(jω) is the frequency response at frequencies
ω (rad/s), a and b are the real and complex terms of the
DRGA elements λmn, and A, B, C, and D are matrices in a
standard state space format.
Control solution ranking can be simplified by using the RGA

number,10 which can also be applied to the DRGA, i.e. nDRGA
in eq 6. In the nDRGA, the DRGA with chosen MV−CV pairs
on the diagonal is compared to the identity matrix I. As such, a
small nDRGA is preferable.

ω ω= || − ||j jH H InDRGA( ( )) DRGA( ( )) N (6)

where “N” is a norm, usually an absolute sum. In this work,
“N” is the sum of diagonal elements.
The RGA is often used together with the Niederlinski index

(NI), eq 7. The NI denotes the stability of variable pairings:
a NI value below zero indicates an unstable system.14,16 If the
MV− CV pairings are located on the diagonal of G, the deno-
minator in eq 7 is simplified to ∏i gii.

= ̂G GNI det( )/det( ) (7)

where Ĝ is the matrix obtained by setting to zero all elements
of gain matrix G that do not correspond to an input−output
pairing in a given block-decentralized control structure.
3.2.2. Partial Relative Gain. A downside of the RGA is that

it might be misleading for large MV−CV systems because of
RGA element changes during partial control. In partially
controlled systems, only certain outputs with objectives are
controlled, for example, when control systems are designed hier-
archically or when some outputs are only controlled indirectly.10

This can be remedied with the partial relative gain (PRG),14

which is why it was chosen for the large OTU-CFB system
matrices of this work.
The PRG of a partially controlled subsystem, eq 8, is

calculated by applying eq 2 to the subsystem gain matrix G̅mn.
Gains G̅mn can be obtained with eq 9. When CV−MV pairings
“c” are closed and perfect integral control is assumed, outputs yc
can be controlled to zero.

= ̅ = ̅ × ̅ −G G G GPRG ( ) RGA( ) ( )mn mn mn mn
1 T

(8)

̅ = − · ·−y u y u y u y uG G G G G( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )mn o o o c c c
1

c o (9)

where PRGmn is the subsystem PRG, G̅mn is the modified
subsystem gain matrix with loops yc−uc closed under integral
control, and “o” denotes open loops (CV and MV indices
“m” and “n”).
The PRG is useful as a condition for ICI controllability.14

A system G (size k × k, MV−CV pairs on the diagonal) is ICI if
and only if all diagonal RGA elements and the diagonal PRG
elements of all partially controlled subsystems (l × l, l = 2, 3,...,
k − 1) are positive. If NI is also positive, 2 × 2 subsystems need
not be checked. ICI controllability is a useful property for
multiloop control, as it enables individual controller tuning
without introducing instability in the plantwide system.

4. OTU-CFB RELATIVE GAIN ANALYSIS TEST SETUP
This section sets up the PRG and the DRGA analysis for an
industrial OTU-CFB condensing power plant in the range of
several hundred MWe (Figure 4). The ICI controllability criterion
is specifically tested to determine, whether it offers any advantage
for the OTU-CFB. The target of the design is to form feasible
control structures between the main process inputs and outputs.

4.1. Model. The investigated large scale OTU-CFB uses a
supercritical Benson cycle consisting of an economizer preheater,
evaporator water-walls, a four-stage superheating block, three DSH
sprays and a reheater. The CFB has a standard hotloop configura-
tion and includes Intrex solid material heat exchangers. The boiler
utilizes one coal fuel fraction. Since the focus of the investigation is
on the product steam, the condenser is not included in the study.
The power plant was simulated with an extensively validated

dynamic model of Sumitomo SHI FW.29 The simulator is imple-
mented in APROS49 and consists of standard process unit sub-
models that are arranged to form the boiler flowsheet. Flowsheet
and component dimensions, boundary conditions, and model
state values are obtained from steady-state in-house design data.
The thermal hydraulics modeling considers the conservation

of mass, momentum, and energy for the supercritical water-steam
phase.50 Heat transfer and wall friction correlations are selected
based on wall temperature, saturation temperature, critical heat
flux, and minimum film boiling temperature. The solution is
based on a staggered grid discretization, where mass and energy
equations are solved in the middle of the mesh and momentum
equations at the control volume borders. Process units contain
control volumes for inlet, outlet, and relevant bulk regions.
The CFB hotloop is modeled using a 1-D Matlab/Simulink

CFB block, and this submodel is interfaced with the steam
and flue gas path model in APROS. The model utilizes both
physical first-principles modeling and empirical correlations.4,33

The furnace, separator, and Intrex heat exchanger are modeled
as units with ideally mixed calculation elements.

4.2. Process Inputs and Outputs. The APROS model was
used for the OTU-CFB relative gain analysis. The control degrees
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of freedom (CDOF) were determined, and open-loop step tests
were conducted. Step response data for selected CVs was used to
form steady-state gain matrix and transfer function models.
4.2.1. Degrees of Freedom and TPM Considerations. The

CFB combustion side (Figure 4) contains five adjustable flows:
the fuel, the primary air, the secondary air, the solid material
circulation rate, and the flue gas flow. The flue gas flow and
circulation rate MVs are limited by furnace pressure and bed
inventory safety constraints. The inputs to the steam channel
are the feedwater flow to the evaporator and the total DSH
flow, which both come from the feedwater line. The steam
flow can be adjusted with the feedwater or the turbine valve.
The total spray water is split between the three DSH nozzles.
A further control possibility is to regulate the steam flow in the
reheater, using a bypass with a control valve.
The CDOF is calculated with eq 1 by analyzing each process

unit and combining the results into the total CDOF. Con-
sidering safety constraints, 42 mass/energy streams can be
counted in total, 29 in the steam path, and 13 on the
combustion/flue gas side. On the basis of the amount of mass
balances without inventories, the steam side has 18 restrained
streams (valves, turbines, mixers, feedwater pump, preheater)
and the combustion side has 5 (heat exchangers). Pressure
control results in redundancy in the steam path and the flue
gas duct, and the system heat exchangers thus contain 10
redundant streams. This results in a CDOF of (29 + 13) −
(18 + 5) − 10 = 9. The independent inputs of the boiler can be
selected for example, according to Table 1.
The electrical power at the turbine depends both on the

steam flow and the energy content of the steam. The overall
MWe control target thus translates into a steady-state set point
for the heat generation through combustion. Three process
inputs can be used to adjust the MWe output, and one of these
MVs is available as the boiler throughput manipulator.

• turbine valve: steam volume flow change, transient mass
flow change.

• feedwater flow: steam mass flow change, change in
energy content (constant fuel firing).

• fuel and air flows: steam energy content change, no mass
flow change (constant FW flow).

In boiler-following control, the TPM is located at the
product stream, as the valve can alter the MWe output quickly.
In turbine-following control, the MWe is modified by the steam
generation, that is, the TPM is at the process feed. Steam
generation is altered slowly with the fuel firing power, but in
theory, the feedwater flow could also be used. No CDOF was
specifically designated as the TPM in this work, as the analysis
was not limited to any predetermined unit master setup.
The OTU cycle also does not directly translate into a traditional
inventory control problem.
Twelve MVs were selected for the study, consisting of all

MVs from Table 1 and three “combined” MVs (several
inputs altered with the same percentage): “total DSH flow”
(DSH1, DSH2, and DSH3), “firing power” (fuel and air) and
“boiler load” (fuel, air, and feedwater). CVs were selected based
on control goals and constraints: main steam pressure and tem-
perature, steam temperature after the evaporator, steam temper-
atures after superheaters 2−3, steam temperature after the
reheater, flue gas (FG) O2 percentage and temperature, and total
output MWe.

4.2.2. Test Setup and RGA Modeling. On the basis of the
CDOF, four square system case studies were constructed to

Figure 4. Flowsheet of the OTU-CFB boiler. Feedwater (FW) is marked in blue, steam flows in red, heat transfer in yellow. SH = superheater,
DSH = desuperheater, RH = reheater.

Table 1. Independent MVs of the OTU-CFB Boilera

variable (steam side) abbreviation
variable (combustion

side) abbreviation

feedwater flow to evaporator FW fuel flow to furnace Fuel

turbine valve position T.valve secondary air to
furnace

Sec air

desuperheater 1 spray flow DSH1 primary air to furnace Prim air

desuperheater 2 spray flow DSH2

desuperheater 3 spray flow DSH3

reheater bypass valve position RHvalve
aThe primary air flow can basically be treated as a CDOF, although it
is also partly bounded by the need to maintain the fluidization.
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highlight different control tasks in the boiler. The MVs and
CVs of these cases 1−4 are shown in Table 2.
Case 1 focuses on the main steam parameters and the MWe

output, that is, the unit master control setup. Case 2 expands on
the main steam temperature control task by also considering
intermediate SH temperatures together with the unit master
control. Case 3 centers on steam generation and combustion
control by separating the “boiler load” MV into its individual
flows. Case 4 combines all cases into a full plantwide boiler
controllability and interaction analysis.
The power plant model was simulated for cases 1−4 in the

open-loop around a 95% load level operating point. Stepwise
±5−10% changes were made to the chosen process inputs one
at a time, with other inputs remaining constant. The open-loop
gain matrix G (Table S1) between the MVs and CVs of the
OTU-CFB could be determined from the settled output
variable responses.
To outline ICI control structures with the PRG method,

all possible MV−CV structures for a particular case were
first analyzed with the steady-state RGA, Equation 2, and
structures with negative RGA elements were discarded.
The remaining solutions were screened by excluding candi-
dates with negative NI values, eq 7. All possible PRG matrices
were then calculated by closing loops down to 2 × 2 sub-
systems, eq 9, and applying eq 8. Structures with negative
PRG elements were discarded. The remaining structures
represented the ICI solutions, which were ranked based
on their PRG elements (λ) in a similar way to the RGA
(c.f. section 3.2.1):

0 < λ ≤ 0.1 Bad: poor robustness and controllability,
risk of singularity/negative PRG.

0.1 < λ ≤ 0.5 Problematic: control issues, uncertainty
with nonlinear PRG scale.

0.5 < λ ≤ 0.85 Neutral: attention required during design,
loops close → gains increase.

0.85 < λ ≤ 1.2 Good: preferable, close to ideal PRG value
with few interactions.

1.2 < λ ≤ 5 Neutral: attention required during control,
loops open → gains increase.

5 < λ ≤ 10 Problematic: control issues, but not
excessively large PRG.

λ > 10 Bad: poor performance with ill-condition-
ing or similar MV effects.

The steady-state PRG results were extended for multiple
frequencies with the DRGA. The step test time series data was
used to identify SISO transfer functions for all MV−CV pairs,
using “tfest” in Matlab (least-squares minimization of weighted
quadratic error, instrumental variable initialization). In most
cases, second order models with delay were sufficient to cap-
ture the MV−CV dynamics (e.g., Figure 5). The frequency

responses of cases 1−4 were obtained using the transfer
functions and eq 5 (“freqresp” in Matlab). The DRGA was then
calculated for each frequency, eq 4. The focus was on both ICI
and non-ICI structures in the 0−0.5 rad/s frequency range
(e.g., Garrido et al.24), considering common boiler disturbance
speeds (e.g., ≈ 3 s/MWe load ramps).
In total, the OTU-CFB control structure selection procedure

can be summarized as follows:

1. Select MVs and CVs, determine all possible MV−CV
control structure candidates.

2. Make MV step tests, obtain process gain matrix G and
MV−CV transfer functions.

3. Calculate RGA from G → discard structures with
negative RGA elements.

4. Calculate NI index from G → discard structures with
negative NI values.

5. Determine gain matrices G̅mn for all possible partially
controlled subsystems.

6. Calculate PRG matrices for all partially controlled
subsystems → Discard structures that have negative
PRG elements in at least one subsystem.

7. Rank resulting ICI controllable structures based on their
PRG element distribution (amounts of good and poor
PRG elements in all partially controlled subsystems).

8. Calculate DRGA in desired ω range from transfer func-
tion frequency responses H(jω).

9. Rank preferred plantwide structures based on nDRGA at
each frequency, compare to PRG.

Table 2. Case Studies 1−4, MV−CV Groups That Are
Considered for the OTU-CFB Analysis

var. inputs outputs var. inputs outputs

Case 1 Case 2
1 T.valve steam pressure 1 T.valve steam pressure
2 total DSH steam temp 2 DSH1 flow steam temp
3 boiler load total MWe 3 DSH2 flow temp SH2

4 DSH3 flow temp SH3
5 boiler load total MWe

Case 3 Case 4
1 T.valve steam pressure 1 T.valve steam pressure
2 FW flow steam temp 2 FW flow steam temp
3 fuel flow evap. temp 3 Sec air flow evap. temp
4 Prim air flow flue gas O2 4 DSH1 flow flue gas O2

5 Sec air flow flue gas temp 5 DSH2 flow temp SH2
6 total DSH total MWe 6 DSH3 flow temp SH3

7 RHvalve RH temp
8 firing power total MWe

Figure 5. APROS simulator and 2nd order transfer function (TF)
MWe outputs (normalized) as a function of time for a positive and
negative step test in the turbine valve and firing rate inputs.
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5. OTU-CFB CONTROL STRUCTURE SELECTION
The outcomes of the relative gain analysis are explored here,
the steady-state ICI PRG results in subsection 5.1 and the
frequency domain DRGA results in subsection 5.2. The focus is
on the conclusiveness of the steady-state analysis and the ICI
criterion compared to the DRGA results.
5.1. Steady-State Analysis. All ICI control structures

from the PRG analysis are displayed for cases 1−4 in
sections 5.1.1−5.1.4. The RGA is also shown separately for
case 1, while the RGAs of cases 2−4 are provided in the
Supporting Information. Structures are annotated as vectors
[a b c ...], where “a, b, c, ...” are the MV indices for controlling
the respective CVs (Table 2), that is, the position in the vector
is the CV and the number in that position is the MV.
The structures with the largest amount of good (0.85−1.2) and
smallest amount of poor PRG elements (<0.1 and >10) are
ranked as the best.
5.1.1. Case 1: Main Control Loops. Case 1 examines the

unit master control setup between the steam pressure and
output MWe, and how the loops interact with steam
temperature control. In this 3 × 3 system, MVs and CVs can
be paired into six possible control structures. Two MV−CV
connections have negative RGA elements (Table 3), and three

structures thus remain: [1 2 3], [2 3 1], [2 1 3]. Notably, one of
the negative RGA elements is “boiler load−steam pressure”
(boiler-following control).
Control structures [1 2 3], [2 3 1], and [2 1 3] all have three

partially controlled 2 × 2 subsystems [1 2 3] → [((1)) 2 3],
[1 ((2)) 3], [1 2 ((3))]; [2 3 1]→ [((2)) 3 1], [2 ((3)) 1], [2
3 ((1))]; [2 1 3] → [((2)) 1 3], [2 ((1)) 3], [2 1 ((3))],
closed loop marked with “(())”. Each structure thus has six
PRG elements from the remaining MV−CV connections
(Table 4).
The three structures all have positive NI values, which

directly make them ICI controllable (section 3.2.2). The ICI
criterion thus provides no extra screening of structures
compared to the RGA. The smallest degree of loop interactions
(all PRG elements close to 1) is obtained with structure I,
where the steam pressure is controlled with the turbine valve,
the temperature is controlled with the spray water, and the
generated MWe is controlled with the boiler load. In the ICI
structures ranked second and third, the pressure is controlled
with the DSH flow, which is infeasible in practice. This is also

visible as poor RGA and NI values. Structure III is clearly the
worst in terms of the PRG.
Structure I represents basic turbine-following control. On the

basis of the ICI criterion, this setup thus enables individual
control loop tuning. This is understandable, as the output MWe

is ultimately determined by the generated heat, and the steam
pressure can be directly adjusted with the turbine valve. In the
basic boiler-following structure [3 2 1], the negative “boiler
load−steam pressure” RGA element makes ICI controllability
impossible. However, when this loop is closed to form a
partially controlled system, the remaining control connections
[((3)) 2 1] have excellent PRGs, meaning that this MV−CV
connection is responsible for the poor controllability.

5.1.2. Case 2: Spray Water Flows. Superheater stage
temperature control is considered by dividing the total DSH
flow into its individual components DSH1, DSH2, and DSH3;
120 possible control connections exist for this 5 × 5 system.
Only seven structures have positive RGA elements (Table S2),
and one of these has a negative NI index. Three structures are
ICI controllable based on the PRG (Table 5).
In structure I, the turbine valve is used for the steam pressure

and each SH temperature is controlled with the preceding spray
(DSH3 for main steam). The PRG distribution of structure I is
clearly superior compared to structures II and III. The nine
larger elements in structure I are all smaller than 1.9 and are
generated in those subsystems, where the steam pressure
and output MWe loops are closed. In general, for all control
structures the closing of these loops results in larger PRGs for
the spray flow MVs. This points toward the similar effects of
DSH1, DSH2, and DSH3 on the remaining process CVs, that
is, the steam temperatures in the superheater line.
Structures II and III suggest that DSH1 should be used for

steam pressure control and the turbine valve for the respective
superheater temperature. A similar switch is suggested in struc-
ture III for DSH3 and the boiler load. These structures are impra-
ctical, and coincidentally these connections are also responsible
for the poor PRG distributions of structures II and III.

5.1.3. Case 3: Combustion/Flue Gas Side. Analysis on the
steam generation is provided by examining the fuel, primary/
secondary air, and feedwater flows separately: 720 control struc-
tures can be generated in the resulting 6 × 6 system. Out of
these, 28 have positive RGA elements (Table S3) and 19 have
positive NI values.
Two ICI structures are obtained through the PRG analysis

(Table 6). Both solutions are feasible in practice, but structure I
is clearly superior in terms of its PRG distribution. Structure I
corresponds to existing control practices: the fuel determines
the heat generation, the feedwater has a direct effect on the
evaporator, the secondary air is used for flue gas O2 trim, and
the primary oxidant has the largest cooling effect in the furnace.
Structure II has a similar setup, but the roles of the feedwater
and fuel MVs are reversed. The results thus highlight the

Table 3. Steady-State RGA Matrix of the Case 1 System, 3
Input MVs and 3 Output CVs

RGA MV → T.valve Tot DSH Boiler load
CV ↓ INDEX 1 2 3
steam p 1 0.993 0.007 −0.0004
steam T 2 0.004 0.995 0.002
total MWe 3 0.003 −0.002 0.999

Table 4. Case 1 ICI Control Structures, Ranked by Their PRG distributions: Total Average (avg) PRG, Amounts of PRG
Elements Belonging to Different Ranges, and NI Index

no. of PRG elements in range

rank structure NI 0−0.1 0.1−0.5 0.5−0.85 0.85−1.2 1.2−5 5−10 >10 avg. PRG

1 I: [1 2 3] 1.0089 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 1.00
2 II: [2 3 1] 82600 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 1.23
3 III: [2 1 3] 136 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0.50
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connection between the fuel and the feedwater as the main
components for steam formation.
There are some larger PRG elements in structure I (>2,

but not ill-conditioned), mostly related to the primary and
secondary air flow control loops. The similar effects of the air
flows on the flue gas O2 and temperature CVs can thus be
inferred from the analysis. Almost all of the 30 small (<0.1)
PRG elements of structure II are related to the feedwater and
fuel MV connections. The PRG thus highlights a preference
between the two feasible ICI control structures: using the
feedwater for MWe control results in reduced controllability
compared to the reverse solution.
5.1.4. Case 4: Overall OTU-CFB Control Structure. Case 4

examines the 8 × 8 plantwide problem. The primary air is
assumed to be fixed to ensure fluidization; 40320 control

structures exist between the MVs and CVs; 180 structures have
no negative RGA elements (Table S4); and 94 solutions are left
after the NI screening. The PRG analysis only produces three
ICI structures and suggests that structure I (Figure 6) is clearly
preferable, as it has a significant amount of excellent PRG
values (Table 7). The two inferior structures II and III both
have a large number of small PRG elements (over 100 elements
below 0.1) that are mainly caused by pairings that are different
from structure I. For each structure, 1008 PRG elements in 738
partially controlled systems were examined.
Structures I−III all contain some large PRG elements (>2)

which are always observed for the DSH and feedwater flow
control connections. This observation is similar to that in case 2,
and the PRG thus suggests potential control performance issues
caused by the similar effects of the DSH and feedwater flows on

Table 5. Case 2 ICI Control Structures, Ranked by Their PRG Distributions: Total Average (avg) PRG, Amounts of PRG
Elements Belonging to Different Ranges, and NI Index

no. of PRG elements in range

rank structure NI 0−0.1 0.1−0.5 0.5−0.85 0.85−1.2 1.2−5 5−10 >10 avg. PRG

1 I: [1 4 2 3 5] 0.340 0 0 0 61 9 0 0 1.11
2 II: [2 4 1 3 5] 18.7 14 3 12 33 8 0 0 0.77
3 III: [2 5 1 3 4] 11300 29 5 6 20 6 4 0 0.97

Table 6. Case 3 ICI Control Structures, Ranked by Their PRG Distributions: Total Average (avg) PRG, Amounts of PRG
Elements Belonging to Different Ranges, and NI Index

no. of PRG elements in range

rank structure NI 0−0.1 0.1−0.5 0.5−0.85 0.85−1.2 1.2−5 5−10 >10 avg. PRG

1 I: [1 6 2 5 4 3] 0.231 0 0 1 117 62 0 0 1.33
2 II: [1 6 3 5 4 2] 1.60 30 26 21 65 38 0 0 0.95

Figure 6. Conceptual plantwide control solution for the best ICI structure I of the PRG analysis. Dashed lines are control signals, exact controller or
connection types are not considered.

Table 7. Case 4 ICI Control Structures, Ranked by Their PRG Distributions: Total Average (avg) PRG, Amounts of PRG
Elements Belonging to Different Ranges, and NI Index

no. of PRG elements in range

rank structure NI 0−0.1 0.1−0.5 0.5−0.85 0.85−1.2 1.2−5 5−10 >10 avg. PRG

1 I: [1 6 2 3 4 5 7 8] 0.321 0 4 7 919 76 2 0 1.12
2 II: [1 6 7 3 4 5 2 8] 0.358 117 47 116 643 85 0 0 0.87
3 III: [1 6 8 3 4 5 7 2] 2.32 122 60 99 632 95 0 0 0.88
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superheater stage temperatures. The small PRG elements of the
ICI structures (<0.5 for I and <0.1 for II and III) also show a
surprising connection between feedwater flow and reheater
control. The explanation might be that the chosen MV is the
reheater bypass valve position, meaning that the bypass steam
flow is also affected by feedwater flow changes.
The highest ranked plantwide structure I (Figure 6)

corresponds to design experience for turbine-following control,
meaning that the existing control practices can be validated
as ICI, and controllers can be tuned individually without
instability within this structure. This can be verified through
simulations (Figure 7) by tuning each of the controllers of

Figure 6 separately with all other control loops open, and then
closing all loops to form the plantwide control system. On the
basis of the simulations, the plantwide system remains stable as
long as the individual loops are stable.
All in all, case 4 demonstrates that the PRG analysis can be

used to synthesize ICI control structures for the full OTU-CFB
flowsheet. The PRG provides a much more effective screening
of control alternatives (3 solutions) in the large 8 × 8 system
compared to the open-loop RGA (180 solutions), although the
RGA suggests the same primary solution as the PRG. The RGA
is more flexible than the PRG for enabling “unorthodox” con-
trol structures, but many of these would also be infeasible
in practice (e.g., flue gas temperature control with steam side
sprays).
5.2. Dynamic Analysis. All of the plantwide control

structures that were suggested by the ICI analysis have a
turbine-following unit master setup. Boiler-following MWe
control is enabled by the RGA and the NI in the 8 × 8
system (e.g., structure [2 6 8 3 4 5 7 1]), but not with the
“firing power−steam pressure” control connection due to its
negative RGA element. Adjusting the MWe with the turbine
valve is advantageous in real life for fast load transients,
as having the TPM close to the product is better for control
(cf. section 4.2.1). Transient speeds of the main MVs are listed
in Table S5.
The unit master control findings from the ICI analysis can be

explained by the small turbine valve static gain on the output
MWe (Figure 5), and by the conclusion that the boiler-
following control loops are not independent in the ICI
sense (no integrity). A change in the MWe set point without
compensating the firing power would require the valve position
to change constantly, which would similarly decrease the

steam pressure. This interaction becomes apparent when the
boiler-following control structure [8 6 2 3 4 5 7 1] is analyzed
further with the PRG. While the open-loop process has
143 PRGs below 0, closing the “firing power−steam pressure”
loop (negative RGA) yields a subsystem that would fulfill all
necessary ICI criteria (positive RGA, NI, and PRGs), even with
a good PRG distribution. Therefore, as long as steam pressure
control remains active, controllability could also be obtained for
the boiler-following setup.
Hence, the ICI PRG analysis provides incomplete infor-

mation about preferred OTU-CFB plantwide control structures.
The process dynamic behavior also needs to be considered, as
new loop interactions might be revealed, and MVs might have
large transient effects compared to their steady-state gains.
This is the motivation for the frequency-dependent DRGA
investigations in sections 5.2.1−5.2.4. For simplicity, results are
shown as DRGA numbers, nDRGA in eq 6.

5.2.1. Case 1: Main Control Loops. The DRGA numbers of
ICI structures I−III (Table 4) and the basic boiler-following
structure IV are shown in Figure 8. The turbine-following
ICI structure I with the highest PRG element ranking also has
the lowest nDRGA values for the whole frequency region.
On the basis of the results, the DRGA validates the ICI
structure I as the best option for the 3 × 3 system.
Boiler-following structure IV with its one negative RGA

element at zero frequency has a lower nDRGA in the entire
frequency region (excluding zero) than both of the ICI
structures II and III. The degree of loop interactions also
increases for the turbine-following structure I at higher fre-
quencies, mainly due to the slowness of the “firing power−MWe”
control. The controllability of boiler-following structure IV
similarly improves above zero, but its nDRGA starts to increase
again above 0.15 rad/s because of the “turbine valve−steam
pressure” DRGA, as the valve has an immediate effect on
the steam pressure. Clearly the increased MWe control perfor-
mance of structure IV is overshadowed by the increased loop
decoupling of structure I.

5.2.2. Case 2: Spray Water Flows. The DRGA (Figure 9)
mostly suggests the same structure as the ICI analysis
(Table 5). Structure I has the lowest DRGA number for
almost the entire frequency range except for 0.05−0.1 rad/s,
where boiler-following structure IV is momentarily preferred.
In general, structure IV has the second lowest nDRGA at most
frequencies, but it is infeasible at zero frequency.
The dynamic analysis thus does not emphasize boiler-

following control, most likely since the “boiler load” MV
includes both the fuel+air and feedwater flows. While the fuel
and air affect the MWe and steam pressure slowly, the feedwater
alters the steam flow quickly (Table S5). This makes basic
turbine-following control feasible even at higher frequencies.
On the basis of the individual DRGA elements, the

temperatures at the turbine and after SH2 are clearly the best
CV selections for DSH3 and DSH1. The preferred connection
is less clear for DSH2 due to significant loop interactions.
Interestingly, all structures show increased nDRGAs between
0.05−0.1 rad/s, which could indicate a problematic region for
temperature disturbances.

5.2.3. Case 3: Combustion/Flue Gas Side. Several control
structures beside ICI structures I−II (Table 6) can be con-
sidered in practice. The fuel, feedwater, air flow, and turbine
valve MVs can, in principle, be used for controlling the steam
pressure. Similarly, the evaporator temperature can be adjusted
with the feedwater, air, or fuel flows. Either the fuel or the

Figure 7. PID controlled constant pressure load step simulations with
the original APROS boiler model (normalized), utilizing ICI control
scheme I from Table 7 and Figure 6.
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primary air could be feasible for flue gas temperature control.
Because of this, relevant non-ICI structures III−IX were
included in the analysis (Figure 10).

Unlike the previous cases, there is a clear difference between
the case 3 DRGA and ICI PRG results. ICI structure II imme-
diately becomes better than the best ICI structure I beyond

Figure 8. DRGA numbers as a function of frequency for case 1 control CV−MV connections: ICI structures I−III and boiler-following structure IV
with negative zero frequency RGA.

Figure 9. DRGA numbers as a function of frequency for case 2 control CV−MV connections: ICI structures I−III and boiler-following structure IV
with negative zero frequency RGA.

Figure 10. DRGA numbers as a function of frequency for case 3 control CV−MV connections: ICI structures I−II, structures III−IV with positive
zero frequency RGA and NI, as well as boiler-following V−VII and turbine-following VIII−IX structures (negative zero frequency RGA).
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zero frequency, and turbine-following structure IX has the
lowest nDRGA between 0.02−0.12 rad/s. Above this range,
boiler-following control (VI and VII) is preferable. These
transitions between control structures take place because
higher frequency disturbances favor connections that result in
increased decoupling between the evaporator, the steam flow,
and the turbine (Table 8). However, additional experiments

also showed that the turbine-following setup IX became pre-
ferable again between 0.5−1 rad/s. For such fast distur-
bances, controlling the steam pressure with the MV that has the
shortest settling time (Table S5) might indeed be preferable.
A second observation is that the best control structures mostly

apply a reversed oxidant control setup than what is used by ICI
structures I and II, that is, the flue gas O2 is controlled with the
primary air and the flue gas temperature with the secondary air.
This control structure change is interesting, especially when
considering the negative values of these elements in Table S3.
5.2.4. Case 4: Plantwide Boiler Control. The control struc-

tures with the best DRGA numbers are given in Figure 11,
including ICI structures I−III (Table 7) and relevant non-ICI
structures IV−VI. Again, the best ICI structure I only has the
lowest nDRGA at zero frequency. Above that, other structures
are preferred.

Below 0.2 rad/s the lowest nDRGA is obtained with turbine-
following ICI structure III, in which the feedwater is used for
MWe control and the firing power for the evaporator temper-
ature. The boiler-following structure IV (steam pressure−
feedwater control) also generates good nDRGA values. The
basic boiler-following structure VI is clearly superior above
0.2 rad/s, and structure V also has low nDRGA values in this
region. In V, the evaporator temperature is adjusted with DSH3
(infeasible), mainly due to the effect of the spray on the hotloop
superheaters (Table S1).
The individual DRGA elements of the 8 × 8 system (Figure 12)

show that DSH1 (d), DSH3 (f), and the reheater bypass valve
(g) all have clear loop pairings (elements close to 1), as does
the secondary air (c) below 0.25 rad/s. Inputs a, b, e, and h are
more complex. The firing power (h) is mainly connected to the
evaporation and combustion (flue gas O2). Although the steam
pressure was always selected as the CV for the turbine valve (a)
by the steady-state ICI criterion, at 0.2−0.35 rad/s the valve is
more suitable for MWe control. The output MWe is a good
pairing for the feedwater (b), as is the steam pressure (low
frequencies) and temperature (high frequencies). As in case 2,
selecting a control pairing for DSH2 (e) is clearly challenging.
To conclude, no structure can be selected as superior in the

entire frequency range based on the DRGA alone. An “optimal”
solution would be a combination of turbine-following control for
slow disturbances and boiler-following control for faster ones.
These results can be verified through closed-loop simulations
(PID control) for the “best” structures III and VI (Figure 13).
The boiler-following structure VI can achieve an almost instanta-
neous MWe response, but there is a significant interacting effect
on the main steam pressure that can only be corrected slowly with
the firing power, as indicated by the ICI analysis. Aggressive
tuning for the pressure controller easily resulted in system
instability, and the controllers had to be tuned together. Turbine-
following ICI structure III on the other hand gives a slower MWe
response, but the related fluctuation in the steam pressure is small.
The structure III loops are clearly less dependent on each other
than in structure VI, and the control loops were easier to tune.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A once-through circulating fluidized bed boiler (OTU-CFB)
was examined using relative gain analysis in order to form

Table 8. Control Structures with the Lowest DRGA
Numbers at Each Frequency Range in Case 3

freq (rad/s)
best

structure

unit
master
setup

control structure change to decrease
loop interactions

0−0.01 I turbine-
follow

ICI structure with independent loop
tuning

0.01−0.02 II turbine-
follow

turbine−evaporator decoupling
improved with “feedwater− MWe”
and “fuel−evaporator T”
connections

0.02−0.12 IX turbine-
follow

primary and secondary air
connections switched

0.12−0.4 VII boiler-
follow

boiler-follow control, MWe controlled
with feedwater

0.4−0.5 VI boiler-
follow

steam pressure and MWe decoupling
increased with “fuel− steam
pressure”, “feedwater−evaporator
T” connections

Figure 11. DRGA numbers as a function of frequency for case 4 control CV−MV connections: ICI structures I−III, structures IV−V with positive
zero frequency RGA and NI, and the basic boiler-following structure VI with negative zero frequency RGA.
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decentralized control structures for the power plant. The rela-
tive gain array (RGA) was applied to the steady-state gain matrix
of an OTU-CFB simulator, as well as for higher frequencies
(DRGA). Input−output sets ranging from 3 × 3 to 8 × 8 MIMO
systems were investigated. Partial relative gain (PRG) was used
to generate control structures with integral controllability with
integrity (ICI). ICI is a useful property in the power plant, as it
enables an independent tuning of its control loops. The PRG is
only featured in a few publications.
The PRG ICI analysis provided a more rigorous screening of

control structures than the RGA, especially for large OTU-CFB
systems. The results were in line with existing control practices,
using a basic turbine-following setup. However, the steady-state
ICI criterion was also somewhat limited, as it labeled boiler-
following control as infeasible despite its good real-life per-
formance.
In contrast, control structures that were deemed to be poor

at zero frequency often became favorable in the DRGA analysis,
including boiler-following structures. Indeed, highly ranked
ICI control structures commonly suffered from loop inter-
actions above zero frequency. The findings are understandable
for the turbine-following ICI structures, where fast output
power disturbances are difficult to compensate. However,

it should be noted that the chosen manipulated and controlled
variable sets, as well as the frequency range, also influence the
analysis outcomes.
The PRG and DRGA analysis highlighted the direct effect

of the feedwater on the OTU steam path and the resulting
interactions between steam pressure/temperature and output
power control in the plantwide framework. The separate feed-
water and spray flow inputs also cause slight ill-conditioning in
the system. The DRGA indicated that turbine-following control
would benefit from adjusting the output MWe with the faster
feedwater flow instead of the firing power.
Future work with OTU-CFB relative gain analysis will con-

cern its broader application to the plantwide problem, con-
sidering multiple load levels, various disturbances and different
process structures. Combustion power plants are facing major
challenges in the near future, as they need to manage increasing
response requirements in terms of speed and flexibility. It is
likely that the layouts of future plants will differ from existing
ones. The design of high-performing control structures thus
requires that robust tools be available for plantwide control
design.
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Figure 13. Normalized output MWe set point step (constant pressure
mode) for control structures III (turbine-following) and VI (boiler-
following). PID controllers with tight tunings were used.

Figure 12. DRGA elements as a function of frequency for case 4; separate figures for each MV.
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■ NOMENCLATURE
a = real term of CV−MV frequency response
b = imaginary term of CV−MV frequency response
CDOF = control degrees of freedom, −
DOF = degrees of freedom, −
DRGA = dynamic relative gain array, −
G = open-loop steady-state gain matrix between CVs and
MVs
Ĝ = modified G, elements not used in control connections
set to zero
G̅mn = partially controlled system G, loops between m and n
open (rest closed)
g = gain between CV and MV
H = open-loop frequency response matrix between CVs and
MVs
I = identity matrix, −
m = controlled output variable (CV) index, −
n = manipulated input variable (MV) index, −
MWe = output electrical megawatts, MW
NX = amount of streams in DOF, X = “total”/“restrained”/
“redundant”, −
nDRGA = dynamic relative gain array number, −
NI = Niederlinski index, −
p = pressure, bar
PRGmn = partial relative gain matrix, loops between m and n
open (rest closed), −
RGA = relative gain array, −
T = temperature, °C
u = process input variable
y = process output variable
λmn = relative gain between CV m and MV n, −
ω = frequency, rad/s
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